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ABSTRACT
Xplora is an application which helps the Travellers to
know about the Historical Monuments which they
want to explore by providing the Travellers an Audio
Guide related to that Historical place. In starting it
consists three cities and minimum ten places of each
city. As we see in Tour and Travellers field the
Tourists spend a huge amount of money to the
Traveller Guides who gives the Historical knowledge
about the Monuments, so for removing that cost
which is spend on the Traveller Guides, Xplora
provide the Audio Guide to the Tourist.
The user first select the city to visit and the list of
Historical places will be appeared in the application.
Now the user have two choices: First, It can select the
place and can directly play the Audio Guide for that
place. Secondly, this application fetches the location
of the user using GPS. If the user enters in the
provided diameter of the place the Audio Guide will
be automatically played. It also provides the Route
for that place and also shows the nearby Hotels and
Restaurants.
Xplora is helpful to the Foreign Tourist as well as
Indian Tourist. It provides Audio Guide in two
Languages: Hindi and English. So the Aim of the
Application is to minimize the cost which is spend on
the Tourist Guides by the Travellers and to provide
the good User Interface And Experience to the User.
Keywords—location
base
service;
GPS;
Smartphone; Audio Service; Maps Service; Places
API; Recycler View.

INTRODUCTION
The study is aimed to create an application that can
assist users in finding information about tourism
places in Agra, Udaipur, and Ahmadabad. These are
one of the famous places in India. Agra consist one of
the seven wonders that is the Taj Mahal.
According to a report approx. 40,000 tourists visits
the Taj Mahal per day and attract about 15 million
visitors per year.
In this application it consists three cities and every
city contain ten places. Information is major
requirement for most people that’s why the tourist
hires the guides.
The same function as guide is providing in this
application.
By using Mobile devices information can be obtained
whenever the location is with in a certain distance.
At the present time Mobile devices are the most
widely used with Android operating System. Besides
it is used to search for information, a Smartphone
device can also be used to display the Map, to play
the audio.
The tourists who visit the Tourist places which used
Smartphone to search for information of tourist sites.
They also used GPS (Global Positioning System) that
exist in Smartphone to find the track to the tourist
sites.That provides facility to get valid information
about the tourist places.
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REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE:
Fiorina Yunavania represented the design of
searching application of authorized agent’s location
which was recorded in the office of PT. Garuda
Indonesia Yogyakarta region for android OS users.
This application has been tested in android version
1.5 Cupcake until android version 4.4.2 kitkat. This
application uses features of the android mobile phone
such as GPS, 3G network, and Wiffi to access the
MySQL database which lays on the web domain; the
application users’ location by using Location Based
Sercive; selecting agents; and showing the agents’
nearest location toward the application user by using
Google Maps to get the route [1].
B. Anwar, H. Jaya et.al studied that Demanding
increasingly sophisticated technology humans create
tools that facilitate human work. One of which is
search the user's location. Search the user's location
using GPS (Global Positioning System) determines
the location of the user's location. By using Location
Based Service is expected to overcome the problem
of user location search. Within this paper discussed
the location search where the user searches the user's
location using Location Based Service. Through the
help of Location Based Service will be pinned
"Mobile Positioning" that will help determine where
the location of a user to the android based
smartphones. [2].
Membangun Aplikasi Layanan discussed that
Android is a new generation mobile platform; the
platform provides an opportunity for developers to
develop applications according hoped. Android was
developed by Google along with the Open handset
Alliance (OHA) [3].
B. D. Sarode and P. P. P. Karde suggested that
Location-based wireless services enable mobile users
to access Web-based information about resources in
their immediate vicinity. The primary focus is to get
familiar to Android to provide a featured GUI which
contains light weight software for buyer’s to search
for property listings specific to their needs. The
application also provides a drag and drop and zoom
control to save a list of selected property listings
while browsing other options on the property. The
main emphasis lies in providing a user-friendly G-

map for effectively showing the desired results on the
GUI. We review mobile location area concepts and
describe a context-sensitive algorithm for delineating
a mobile user’s personal service area. [4].
A. Sinsuw and X. Najoan discussed Some of the
main features of Android, among others Wi-Fi
hotspots, Multi-touch, multitasking, GPS, support
java, supporting multiple networks (GSM / EDGE,
IDEN, CDMA, EV-DO, UMTS, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi,
LTE) and also the basic capabilities of mobile phones
in general[5].
Kushwaha and V. Kushwaha demonstrate that To
assist with the exact information, at right place in real
time with personalized setup and location
sensitiveness. In this era we are dealing with
palmtops and iPhones, which are going to replace the
bulky desktops even for computational purposes. We
have vast number of applications and usage where a
person sitting in a roadside café needs to get relevant
data and information. Such needs can only be catered
with the help of LBS. These applications include
security related jobs, general survey regarding traffic
patterns, decision based on vehicular information for
validity of registration and license numbers etc. [6].
R. Rompas studied that the development of mobile
phone right now not only used for calling and texting.
Over the times, mobile phone or smartphone has
provided Global Positioning System (GPS) integrated
on handset. For smartphone users which handset
supports GPS, user can know the real time position of
the handset and searching for some places with this
technology. Location-Based Service (LBS) utilize
GPS technology for its application. LBS not only can
know the user position, but also can determine other
places position. If user can use this technology well,
user not necessary to afraid of getting lost in the new
region where he is travelling. [7].
G. Parrangan said that Google Maps is a free online
map service provided by Google. In addition to
providing free online map service, Google also
provides APIs (Application Programming Interface)
that enables application developers can combine
Google maps into developed applications [8]. A. D.
Laksito discussed that Google Maps API is a library
in the form of JavaScript. Google maps display can
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be selected by with the wishes of both based on an
original photo or an image map of the course [9].
Singhal and A. Shukla illustrated that Global
Positioning System (GPS) is a navigation system
using satellite technology signals. Satellite sent to
earth micro wave then received by a receiver on
surface. The receiver will collect information such as
time, location in the form of latitude, longitude and
the elevation and speed [10].
WahyuWidayanto suggested that the Global
Positioning System devices have GPS Tracker also
called GPS Tracking. GPS Tracking is a technology
AVL (Automated Vehicle Locater) which allows
users to track the position of the vehicle, or fleet car
in a state of Real- Time [11]. and According to S.
Kumar, M. Qadeer GPS Tracking utilizing a
combination of GSM and GPS technology to
determine the coordinates of an object, and then
translate it in the form of digital maps [12].
FM Hsu, YT Lin suggested that selecting tourist
attractions and collecting related site information is
one of the most crucial activities for a tourist when
making decisions for a trip. Although various
recommendation systems have been discussed over
the last decade, rarely do such systems take
individual tourist preference information into
consideration. Based on the Engel–Blackwell–
Miniard (EBM) model, this study used data published
by the Tourism Bureau of Taiwan to develop a
decision support system for tourist attractions. The
probability of a tourist attraction appealing to a
particular tourist is calculated utilizing a Bayesian
network, and the accuracy of the prediction is
validated by a ROC curve test [13].
RESEARCH METHOD:
ANDROID
Android is a mobile operating system Developed by
Google based on modified version of the Linux
Kernel and other open Source Software and designed
primarily for touch screen mobile devices such as
smart phones and tablets.
At the Global Positioning System devices have GPS
Tracker also called GPS Tracking. GPS Tracking is a

technology AVL (Automated Vehicle Locater) which
allows users to track the position of the vehicle, or
fleet car in a state of Real-Time. GPS Tracking
utilizing a combination of GSM and GPS technology
to determine the coordinates of an object, and then
translate it in the form of digital maps.
GOOGLE PLACES API's
Places API's of google are used in our application by
which we can get the nearby hotels and Restrarents.
and with the help of Google maps tourister can also
see the nearby places in the map. and find the shortest
and easy path to reach their destination.
AUDIO SERVICE
This the main feature of our application for which we
develop this application. In this feature when the user
enters in the application and Turn On the toggle
button of Headphone than the application ask for
Dynamic Request to turn on Location. As the user
turn on the location the location is fetched and if the
user found within the 100m of any tourist place than
the AUDIO of that Place is trigger automatically in
the background and give the information of the place
to the User as a goide. if a situation will occur where
user is found within the range of two historical places
at a same time than a Notification comes to the user
and ask the user whether he wants to switch the
AUDIO or keep playing the current Audio.
PARSING OF DATA
Parsing is used as the alternative of XML and in our
application, it is used in such a way that first of all
the Database is created in the MySQL. In the
Database we created three tables one is for city's
second is for places and third one is for Audio's of
that places. PHP api's are created for each request and
uploaded to the server in the form of JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation). JSON is the
intermediate code in which data is stored in the form
of key-value pair. After that Parsing is Done by
providing the PHP api's whcih decode the JSON data
and represents the data in the form of Recycler view.
It is very easy to icrease the no. of places and cities in
future because we have just modify in our databse it
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automatically gets reflected in the application
through Parsing.
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 4.2: Flowchart
Fig. 4.1: Our Prototype

WORKING OF SCREENS:
1. SPLASH SCREEN
The splash screen is the first screen which is visible
only for 3 seconds. This Screen shows the Name of
ours. application i.e. Xplora using CENTURY
GOTHIC font style.
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recycler view in which the Data comes from PHP
API’s and if we need to be add more places in future
than we can easily add that city’s by inserting the
Data in the MYSQL database. and every place
consist their specific audio files it is also possible that
a single place may consist more than one audio files.

Fig. 5.3: Audio Service
Fig. 5.1: Splash Screen
2. WALK THROUGH
Walk through is the second activity which comes
after the splash screen. Walk through provides the
brief information of our application. In the walk
through 4 pages are included with circular page
indicator and each page contains some information of
application so that the user can easily access the
application and last page of the walk through
contains a drop down list of CITY's and user have to
select there city. When user successfully selet the city
than a NEXT button gets visible in the Bottom right
corner of the screen after clicking to the next button
user is able to enter into the Main Screen or Activity.
3. MAIN ACTIVITIES

This the main feature of our application for which we
develop this application. In this feature when the user
enters in the application and Turn On the toggle
button of Headphone than the application ask for
Dynamic Request to turn on their Location. As the
user turn on the location the location is fetched and if
the user found within the 100m of any tourist place
than the AUDIO of that Place is trigger
automatically. There is no need of keep turn on the
application the AUDIO of that place is keep turn on
till the user will not finishes the application from
background because for playing the audio we use the
Service. And when user press the Home or Back
button a notification will comes to the user which
shows the current Playing AUDIO. From the main
activity the user can see the Nearby Hotels and
Restaurants by pressing the Floating action button
and user can also see the places on Google Maps.
4. PLACES ACTIVITY

Fig.5.2: Main Activities
This is main activity of our application .This screen
shows the list of Tourist places in that City which is
selected in the walkthrough. Approx. 10 places are
added to every city and this place are shown by using
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This activity or screen will appear when user select
the particular place in a city. This activity consists the
description of the place and the Buttons i.e. one
button for Viewing the Route on the map for the
particular place and another button is for listening the
audio of that place without turn on ther Location.
This feature is included because if tourist wants to
listen the audio when they are not in the range 100m
and they widh to listen that particular audio.
TESTS:

Black Box Testing
Black Box Testing is the Functional testing and it is
also very important in the softwere dovelopment.
In our application Black Box Testing is done in such
a way that each module of the softwere working
properly or not the output of one module is the input
of the another module
Each buttons and toggle buttons are working properly
or not.
System Testing
System testing is a critical aspect of Softwere Quality
Assurance and represents the Ultimate review of
specification,design and coding.
The purpose of this testing is to find out the bugs and
correct them.
Regression Testing
The project is going to be developed in modules so
we have to integrate all module time to time and after
that we have to be test the project and after that some
updates are made to be in project which leds to the
integration and regression testing.
RESULT AND CONCLUSION:

TESTING TECHNIQUES
White Box Testing
White Box Testing is the Structural Testing and plays
a very important role in softwere development.
because the first impression on the user is due to UI
(User Interface) means how the softwere is looking
like.
In the Xplora application the User Interface is very
imporatant because it is a tourist Application and
tourist wants that type of application in which the UI
is friendly with the tourists
White Box Testing is done in such a way throughout
the application there is only one type Font is used
that Century Gothics and the Theme of the
application is navy blue and all other details are
checked very carefully.

From the study and and development of the
application it is clear that Xplora can become a very
helpfull and interesting application to help the
tourists initially at Agra, Udaipur and Ahemadabad. it
can be concluded that the Tourism applications can
run well on android or Smartphone. The application
can be run if the Smartphone has a good access to the
Internet and have an active GPS.
FUTURE ASPECTS:
 The main aim of this application to develop it for
all of the cities of India.
 In the future version of this application is to add
Video files for the tourist places for good
interaction to the user.
 Add more Places in the existing City’s.
 Improve the UI (User Interface) of the
application.
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